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THE FIRST AND ONLY PROVEN ANTIBACTERIAL AND ANTIMICROBIAL SURFACE COATINGS
PROTECTS YOUR FAMILY FROM HARMFUL BACTERIA FOR LESS THAN £0.12p PER DAY

Did you know that dust in our homes contains an average of 9,000 different species of microbes? Or that your kitchen sponge is 200,000
times dirtier than your toilet? Research by the Good Housekeeping Institute also found that everyday electronic devices (like our phones, 
laptops and tablets) as well as handbags, remote controls and the kitchen sink are hotspots for bacteria and microbes. Despite being 
regularly wiped-down, kitchen worktops – used to prepare raw food loaded with pathogens – contain an average of 1,736 bacteria per 
square inch. Meanwhile, bathroom taps and handles contain 50,068 and mobile phones 11,020. Pretty gross, right?

No, not all germs are harmful, but increased exposure to nasty bacteria and microbes can heighten the risk of contamination. Not only that, 
but excessive bacteria and microbes can also contribute to mould, surface degradation and nasty odours in the home. Yuck!

Bioarmor-Nano® has developed the first and only product that continually reduces the growth of harmful bacteria that attack our home 
and device surfaces by up to 99.99% providing an ultra-clean & fresh surface, all day long for a minimum of THREE MONTHS at a time.

Our BPR approved, wipe-on, invisible & super thin coating contains a super tiny antibacterial additive (a derivative of Silver) that’s effective, 
tough & durable and that can be easily applied to a range of household surfaces, product surfaces and devices. This coating lasts 3 months 
before re-application is recommended. The application tissue is biodegradable.

Bioarmor-Nano® products will protect the surfaces in your home & the surfaces of your products/devices from the threat of harmful 
bacteria without the daily need for harsh/ toxic chemicals or bucket loads of elbow grease. Bioarmor-nano® products are backed by 
independent research & testing and conform to BPR (Biocidal Product Register) standards and has been issued BAUA accreditation. We 
are also in the process of applying for our EPA application in the USA and we manufacture to ISO standards.

Using Bioarmor-nano can reduce your daily/weekly use of plastic containers and wet-wipe tissue.
Bioarmor-nano use only biodegradable tissue and all paper parts are recyclable.

BAUA & BPR (Biocidal Product Register)
The biocidal product used in Bioarmor-nano® (Scented), which contains the active substance nanosilver is marketable according to EU BPR
(528/2012) product type 4. It can be used to impregnate materials which may enter into contact with food.
BAUA
Bioarmor-Nano has the “BAUA-Registration Number” N-81383 (for product with nanosilver solely) & N-81384 (for product with nanosilver
and ethanol). USA authorization number of the biocidal product given by the EPA has been applied for.
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Proven to reduce harmful bacterial growth by up to 99.9%

Tested to be efficient against Staphylococcus aureus aTCC 33591 and MRSa according to ISO 22196
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Specially formulated for use in kitchens & bathrooms. Surface
protection for most surfaces including Glass/Ceramic/Plastic/
Stone/Marble/Granite & varnished wood.

Each box contains:
x3 Sachets of Bioarmor-nano
x1 Multi-lingual instruction sheet
Sufficient to treat up to 3m2 (30 sq.ft.)

Specially formulated for use when travelling - designed for
outbound journey + return journey + accommodation. Surface
protection for most surfaces including Glass/Ceramic/ Plastic/
Stone/Marble/Granite & Varnished Wood.

Specially formulated for use in offices and canteens. Surface 
protection for most surfaces including Glass/Metal/Ceramic/
Plastic/Stone/Marble/Granite & varnished wood.

Each box contains:
x3 Sachets of Bioarmor-nano
x1 Multi-lingual instruction sheet
x1 Microfiber cloth
Sufficient to treat multiple items and surfaces. Max 1m2

Each box contains:
x3 Sachets of Bioarmor-nano
x1 Multi-lingual instruction sheet
Sufficient to treat multiple devices and areas. Max 3m2

Specially formulated for use on your mobile devices, gadgets
and tech accessories. Best on Plastic, Polycarbonate, TPU
and Glass.

Each box contains:
x1 Sachet of Bioarmor-nano
x1 Sachet to pre-clean surfaces
x1 Multi-lingual instruction sheet
x1 Microfiber cloth
Sufficient to treat multiple items and surfaces. Max 1m2
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Specially formulated for use on automobile interiors. Surface 
protection for most hard surfaces including Plastic, Metal,
Glass & Varnished Wood.

Each box contains:
x2 Sachets of Bioarmor-nano
x1 Sachet to pre-clean surfaces
x1 Multi-lingual instruction sheet
x1 Microfiber cloth
Sufficient to treat multiple surfaces. Max 2m2




